
Coding Tip
‣ The key in a dictionary must be immutable data 

type, e.g., numeric, String, etc.

‣ The value in a dictionary can be any data type

Any thoughts why?



Announcements
▸ Lesson06, Lesson07 (due on  Wednesday 9/28 10:00 pm)

▸ Project Report 1.1 (due on Friday 9/30 10:00 pm)

▸ HW03 (due on Monday 10/3 10:00 pm)

▸ Lesson08, Lesson09 (due on  Wednesday 10/05 10:00 pm)



Topics Covered in Week 6 (Lesson08)
▸Mutable vs Immutable

▸Aliasing

▸Copying Lists:
▸ Shallow copy

▸ Loop Aids: 

▸ continue, break, zip, and enumerate



Today’s Plan Week 6 (Lesson09)
▸Exception Handling
▸ Dictionary Exercise 



Exception Handling
▸ Handles errors that cause programs to produce 

incorrect results or terminate unexpectedly

▸ Division by zero
▸ Opening a file that does not exist
▸ Data type error
▸ ...



Exception Handling Syntax
try:
<body>

except <ErrorType1>:
<handlerErrortype1>

except <ErrorType2>:
<handlerErrortype2>

except: <handlerDefault>

else:
<elseBlock>

finally:
<finallyBlock>

▸ try block starts first
▸ If an exception is raised, Python looks 

for a matching except condition.
▸ There can be multiple except blocks.
▸ There can be a default except: block



Exception Handling Syntax
try:
<body>

except <ErrorType1>:
<handlerErrortype1>

except <ErrorType2>:
<handlerErrortype2>

except: <handlerDefault>

else:
<elseBlock>

finally:
<finallyBlock>

▸ If no exception is raised, Python executes the 
else block.

▸ At the end, the finally gets executed 
(typically used for clean up or undo previous 
changes)

▸ finally block always gets executed
▸ else and finally blocks are optional.
▸ There should be at least one except block.



Create a group of two or three colleagues and work on the following 
exercise:
▸ Write a program that solves the quadratic formula. Your code, 

should handle the following errors:
▸ZeroDivisionError , ValueError , and TypeError
▸Add default, and finally blocks

Group Exercise



Exercise

9

‣ Write a function called character_count that receives 
input_string as a parameter and does the following

1. Converts all characters in input_string to lower case

2. Creates a dictionary where the keys are the unique 
character from input_string and values are the # of 
occurrences

3. Return the dictionary from 2

character_count('Bubble') = {'b': 3, 'l': 1, 'u': 1, 'e': 1}



Exercise
Write a function called mergeDictionaries that receives two dictionaries 
dict1 and dict2, as parameters. The function merges the key:value from 
dict1 and dict2 as follows:

• If key:value appears in dict1 or dict2, then add key:value to the 
merged dictionary.

• If key:value appears in both dict1 and dict2, then combine the values 
into a list and insert key: list of combined values to the merged 
dictionary

dict1 = {1 : 'a', 2 : 'b'}
dict2 = {2 : 5}
print(mergeDictionaries(dict1, dict2))

{1: 'a', 2: ['b', 5]}



▸ Today’s Lecture:
▸ Dictionary Exercise
▸ Exception Handling

▸ Next Lecture:
▸ Symbolics and Algebra

Wrap-up


